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DRIP POT WOODNECK

Care for wooden and leather parts 

How to use

Product care

Take off the grip and leather string before washing  and securely reattach them 
before use. In addition, do not take off the choker from leather string.
Be careful not to let the handle soak in water if you wish to keep the filtering 
cloth on the ring for storage.

Do not expose to direct flames.
Handle the glassware with the utmost care.
Do not let children use it. Do not put it on the place where it  is used by
children, and children hand reaches.
Do not use the product if you find a crack, chip or scratch in the glassware.
Continued use a defective product could lead to fire or injury.
Do not use a metal spoon inside the glass bowl.  It may cause breakage.
Be careful when handling chipped or broken glass parts.
The glass body will get very hot. Please use the grip when carrying it. Never
use the string choker or the leather string for carrying the glass body.    

Warm the pot and set the filtering cloth.
(Ensure that the raised fiber side is facing inside.)
Place required servings of coffee powder with measure spoon.
Pour boiling water from the center of powder to the rest and steam for 30 seconds.
Pour hot water evenly, ensuring that hot water is always present inside the filter.
Remove the filter when there is no more dripping, pour into a cup  and enjoy.      

Use a soft sponge and mild dish detergent for cleaning.
Do not use sponges with abrasives or metals scouring pads attached. 
Cleaning using such sponges may cause damage.
Do not use abrasive cleansers. 
This may damage or scratch the surface of the glassware.
Only glass part may be washed in a dishwasher.
Diluted household bleach may be used for cleaning tough stains on the glass. 
When using household bleach always follow the instructions properly. 
Please wash the glass thoroughly after bleaching.　　　　     

Please boil new filtering cloth. Soak boiled filtering cloth in tap water, then wring  tightly before use.
Be careful not to let the handle soak in water if you wish to keep the filtering cloth on the ring for storage. 
Do not allow the filter to dry or it will distort and acquire an unpleasant taste.   

1. Insert the ring 
through the hole
in the filtering cloth.  

2. Turn the filtering cloth
around the ring 
to set it on the ring.

3. Cross the ends 
of the ring and lock
the ring in position
after the filtering cloth
is set in position.      


